EAST OF ENGLAND 18
DCC NL CH TRIMERE TOTAL MAHEM DUTCH JUN CH, JWW'15 (MR J W & MR K AKERBOOM & VAN DER
SCHAAF)
RDCC BERESFORD NIGHT TRAIN (MRS T E TOPLISS)
BCC PETRANELLA THE REAL DEAL OF PENDARLOW (MRS P & MR D & MISS A WALLIS & LEVENE)
RBCC TRIMERE TICATBOO (MISS S J CORBETT)
BOB NL CH TRIMERE TOTAL MAHEM DUTCH JUN CH, JWW'15 (MR J W & MR K AKERBOOM & VAN DER
SCHAAF)
BP POTRAIL SHAPE OF YOU (MRS H & MR S MACLEAY)
BV TORBECK PENRHYN BAY (MRS P & MR D & MISS A WALLIS & LEVENE)
BSB KENNAIR DREAMING ON A STAR (MRS N J MORGANS)
Judge Paul Osbourne
I would like to start by thanking the exhibitors for the sporting manner in which they accepted my decisions, along with my
two efficient stewards. It was a very hot day, and I know that this deterred some exhibitors from attending, which I fully
understood. Unfortunately by the time we got into the ring, the heat was at its height. In the main, the dogs coped well, it was
some of the exhibitors and me who suffered more. I found that type was mixed and depth of quality was stronger in the
bitches. I was looking for balance, quality and sound movement. Judging is a matter of opinion and interpretation of the
breed standard, hence why we get different results on different days. There were a few gay tails, especially in bitches, the
standard calling for "never carried above the level of
the back", this affected their placings. There were a few who didn't perform as I know they can, but you judge on the day,
not on past performance or future promise, again this affected the places that they gained on the day. To finalise my opening
remarks, the ring had a steep gradient which sorted the men from the boys, or ladies from the girls in these politically correct
times as it was unforgiving on any dog who couldn't push from its backend.
Minor Puppy - Dog
Entries: 2 Absentees: 0
Little to choose between these two young men embarking on their show careers, movement being the deciding factor here
1ST PEASBLOSSOM VALENTINO (MRS S GRAHAM) A liver and white young man of 6 months at the leggy stage, well
developed head for age with square muzzle and sufficient stop, clean neck and shoulders, standing on straight legs with
adequate bone, tight feet, he had enough chest for age, elbows well in, good spring of rib, adequate bend of stifle, well
developed second thigh, short tail, well let down hocks, moved out well for one so young
2ND MEADOWDALE LUTHER VANDROSS AT SEASPRING (MS T M DUNSDON) A smart youngster, black and
white in colour, he possesses a kind dark eye of correct shape, a balanced head with just the right amount of work, correct
amount of neck into well laid shoulders, his elbows were a little loose today, but hopefully will tighten with age, he has a
deep chest and good length of back with a level topline which he held on the move, he has good bend of stifle and well let
down hocks, he has a low set tail of longer length then one, unfortunately he was very erratic on the move today which cost
him the class.
Junior - Dog
Entries: 4 Absentees: 2
1ST BERESFORD NIGHT TRAIN (MRS T E TOPLISS) 17 month liver and white who possesses a masculine head of good
proportions, sufficient stop, well chiselled below the eye, correct length to muzzle, correct length of neck displaying the
typical arch which was lacking in some today, good lay of shoulder, well off for bone, but not overdone as I have seen on
others from this kennel in the past, tight feet, tight elbows, deep chest, well sprung ribs, strong in loin, moderately bent
stifles, well developed second thigh, low set tail, low set hocks, moved confidently around the ring driving from behind and
swinging from the shoulder, I had no hesitation and was pleased to award him the reserve CC
2ND WANDSFELL NIGHTFLIGHT (MRS J H MARRIS-BRAY) A young black and white only just moving into junior
which resulted in him not being able to match the maturity of one, not as balanced in head as one, I would have preferred a
little more length in his muzzle, that said he possesses enough chiselling and a kind dark eye, adequate neck, not the depth of
chest compared to one at this stage of his development, well-proportioned back and strong in loin, he has a moderate bend to
his stifle and well-let down hocks, on the move today he was loose in front and erratic in rear, maybe his owner could move
him a little slower to advantage.
Yearling - Dog
Entries: 3 Absentees: 2
1ST MEADOWDALE STORM TROOPER (MR S & MRS J EYEINGTON) Black and white young man who stood alone
but was worthy of his place, good head proportions with kind dark eye, he possesses a clean neck of correct length and
shape, I found him a little heavy over his shoulders today, straight front with just enough bone, tight feet, deep chest, would
have preferred tighter elbows, good length to back and spring of rib, well developed in loin, moderately bent stifles, shown

in hard condition, well set on tail and low set hocks, he moved well in profile holding a level topline, although he has good
drive behind, I would have preferred a touch more width
Post Graduate - Dog
Entries: 5 Absentees: 0
1ST CLENTONION SOLOMOMS SEAL (MRS A C HAPPS) Three year old liver and white male, his head is balanced
with good chiselling and muzzle of good length, would have preferred a shade more length in neck but possessed the best
shoulder placement in this class, his front was straight and his feet tight, deep in chest along with tight elbows, good spring
of rib, strong loin, moderately bent stifles and well developed second thigh, his tail was set on low and of correct length, his
hocks were low set, on the move he moved with purpose, swinging from the shoulder and driving from behind.
2ND TRIMERE TICKS THE BOX AT MUJASCAL SHCM (MISS J A SUCH) two and a half year old Liver and white
male, preferred his head which was balanced and had just the right amount of chiselling and fluting, deep flews, kind dark
eye of almond shape, sufficient in neck, he was another who unfortunately was carrying a tad too much weight over the
shoulder, straight front, tight feet, deep chest, tight in elbow, correct length of back, moderately bent stifles, low set tail with
well let down hocks, another who moved out well fore and aft holding his topline.
3RD PLAIGLEN ALL THAT JAZZ WITH ALLENIE (MS C & MR A SAVELL & ALLEN)
RES CRACKERJANNE COURT JESTER (MRS C M WOODBRIDGE)
VHC KENNAIR DREAMING ON A STAR (MRS N J MORGANS)
Limit - Dog
Entries: 4 Absentees: 2
1ST PLAIGLEN BEATERS BTRUE (MS F & MRS E GLENDINNING & BOOLE) A three year old black and white
young man who I liked a lot, he possesses a balanced head with sufficient work, square muzzle of correct length, low set ears
of good length, sufficient neck into well set shoulders, sufficient bone, he had a straight front and deep chest, I would have
preferred tighter elbows, well sprung ribs, strong in loin, well bent stifles, good tailset, he is a sound mover, but
unfortunately one who suffered from the heat today, I am sure his day will come.
2ND JOROBADEN BALLABRIGAS (MRS A C HAPPS) Liver and white male who lacked the balance and maturity of the
winner, his head was of a nice type showing balance in proportions, he had a reasonable length to neck and clean shoulders,
his front was straight, standing on tight feet, tight in elbow with sufficient spring of rib, moderately bent stifles, I would have
preferred a more developed second thigh, well-let down hocks, steady mover.
Open - Dog
Entries: 5 Absentees: 3
1ST NL CH TRIMERE TOTAL MAHEM DUTCH JUN CH, JWW'15 (MR J W & MR K AKERBOOM & VAN DER
SCHAAF) Four year old liver and white, liked his head proportions, nothing overdone, maybe not strong enough for some, it
was adequate in width and possessed sufficient fluting and chiselling, square in muzzle with deep flews, kind in eye, low set
ears of sufficient length, moderate length of neck with arch, well laid clean shoulders, sufficient in bone, tight feet, his chest
is deep, he has tight elbows and has a good spring of rib, his back is of good length and his loins are strong, moderately bent
stifles, good second thigh, his tail was set on low and of correct length, he moved really well showing a good swing from the
shoulder, strong drive behind and held a level topline, beautifully presented, really pleased to award him the CC, I
understand that this was his third so well done to his owners. In the challenge for BOB just had that additional sparkle over a
lovely bitch.
2ND RISELAWROAD NO DEAL (MS C & MR P BROUGH & WALKER) I judged this young man at my last
appointment and thought he had more development to come, he is still not as mature as the winner and there is still more to
come, he has a typical springer head which is balanced, kind eye, low set ears, good length to neck and well laid shoulders,
straight front, deep chest, would have preferred tighter elbows, nice spring of rib, strong in loin, his rear is balanced with
moderately bent stifles and well developed second thigh, low set tail of good length, low set hocks, moved positively but
lacked the verve of one.
Veteran - Dog
Entries: 3 Absentees: 1
1ST TORBECK PENRHYN BAY (MRS P & MR D & MISS A WALLIS & LEVENE) A liver and white male of seven, a
different type to most on show today, he comes from an earlier age, reminding me of what we saw 20 to 25 years ago, his
head is not over done, possessing a good length to muzzle, chiselling and fluting, kind dark eye, he had a good length to neck
and well-laid shoulders, he stands on strong bone to be critical I would have preferred tighter feet, his chest is deep and his
elbows tight, good spring of rib, his back maybe a tad long for some, but it is actually correct giving him balance, he is
strong in loin and his stifles are moderately bent, he was shown in hard condition and moved around the ring with purpose
belying his age. A good honest dog who I was pleased to award Best Veteran in Breed.
2ND SH CH JOROBADEN ALDERNITI OF EMIANNA JW (MRS A C HAPPS) Now nearly ten, he has a broader head
then one, although balanced, a little strong for me, it does possess sufficient chiselling below the eye and the muzzle is
square, he has sufficient neck but was carrying a little extra across the shoulder today, his front is straight and his chest is

deep, his elbows are tight and he has a good spring of rib, strong in loin with good bend of stifle, his tail was well set, would
have preferred a stronger rear, moved ok but lacked the drive of the winner.
Special Beginners - Dog
Entries: 1 Absentees: 0
1ST KENNAIR DREAMING ON A STAR (MRS N J MORGANS) Three year old liver and white who is balanced in
profile, his head is masculine but broad in skull, which again makes it too strong for me, that said he has a good stop, fluting
and chiselling, I would have preferred better pigmentation, low set ears of good length, nice length to neck and well laid
shoulders, his front is straight, and he has tight feet, his chest is deep and he has a good spring of rib, strong in loin,
moderately bent stifles and good development of second thigh, well set on tail of good length and low set hocks, he is a very
positive mover and shows a good swing from the shoulder, drive from behind and holds a level topline. Best special
beginner.
Minor Puppy - Bitch
Entries: 6 Absentees: 2
1ST POTRAIL SHAPE OF YOU (MRS H & MR S MACLEAY) This eight month old liver, white and tan young lady
really caught my eye, so well balanced which belies her age, feminine head of good proportions, square in muzzle, kind eye,
low-set ears, good length to neck into well laid shoulders, she has a straight front and tight feet, good depth of chest and
spring of rib, just the right length of back, showing strength in loin, moderately bent stifles and well-developed second thigh,
she has a correctly set on tail and low set hocks, she moves true in and out and holds her topline in profile, will watch her
progress. Best Puppy in Breed.
2ND PEASBLOSSOM VIENNA (MR & MRS D MITCHELL) This young lady of six month's had a beautiful head,
balanced with sufficient fluting and chiselling, kind eye, preferred the pigmentation to one, low set ears, clean neck and
shoulders, good bone, decent spring of rib and length of back, decent rear angulation, low set tail, well-let down hocks,
moved well for age, not as positive in rear as the winner
3RD SPUFFING TANQUERAY (MRS J WEYMAN)
RES MEADOWDALE NINA SIMONE (MR S & MRS J EYEINGTON)
Junior - Bitch
Entries: 5 Absentees: 1
1ST PETRANELLA XCLUSIVE GOSSIP (MS C P SAVELL) This young lady excelled in head, portraying both balance
and femininity, just enough of breadth and depth to skull, with good length to muzzle which was square, sufficient fluting
and chiselling, kind dark eye of almond shape, low set ears of good length, correct length of neck with arch, well-laid
shoulders, sufficient bone, tight cat-like feet, good depth to chest, she is tight in elbow and has a good spring of rib, length of
back in balance with her height, well developed loin, moderately bent stifles, well developed second thigh, low set tail,
moved with elegance and style with good swing from shoulder and drive from behind, considered for the RCC
2ND ALHAMBIAN DIANA DORS (MR M & MRS K KEELY) Another nice young lady who has improved immensely
since she came into the ring, like the winner she has a balanced feminine head, kind eye and good length to ear, good length
to neck and clean shoulders, she has sufficient bone for a bitch, tight feet, adequate depth to chest, tight elbows and good
spring of rib, good length to back, strong in loin, correctly bent stifles, strong in second thigh, low-set tail and hocks, another
who moved well holding her topline, just lost out on rear movement here
3RD BERESFORD NIGHT CLASS (MRS T E TOPLISS)
RES MEONSTOKE ANGELICA (MR P SANDERS)
Yearling - Bitch
Entries: 2 Absentees: 0
1ST PENDARLOW TIANA (MRS P & MR D & MISS A WALLIS & LEVENE) This young lady just out of junior is
progressing well, she has a feminine head of good proportions, her markings could be off-putting to some having a wide
blaze, if you look through that, her head has the correct amount of stop, fluting between her kind eyes with chiselling below,
good length to muzzle which is square in shape, elegant neck with arch, good lay to shoulder, straight front, deep chest with
tight elbows, balanced length to back with strong topline held on the move, strong in loin, moderately bent stifles, good
second thigh, well set on tail and low set hocks, she comes into her own on the move with a free and easy style moving
positively fore and aft.
2ND MEADOWDALE JEDI OF HANKNIGHT (MRS L & MR G HANCOCK) Young black and white just out of junior,
beautiful feminine head of good balance, dark eye of the correct almond shape, sufficient length to neck, clean shoulders,
straight in front with sufficient bone, tight feet, would have preferred tighter elbows, her chest is deep and she has sufficient
spring of rib, good length to back, shorter coupled than one, decent rear angles, well let down hocks, she was lacking a little
confidence on the move, but carried herself well, just preferred the rear movement of one.
Post Graduate - Bitch
Entries: 6 Absentees: 1

1ST TRIMERE TICATBOO (MISS S J CORBETT) Beautiful feminine young lady, she has a balanced head with just the
right amount of fluting and chiselling, kind eye of good colour, square in muzzle, good length to neck with arch, well laid
shoulders, she has the right amount of bone, tight feet, deep in chest, tight in elbow good length to back, well developed loin,
good bend of stifle, good second thigh, low set tail, well let down hocks, she moved positively, holding her topline, swinging
from the shoulder and driving from behind. Well deserved reserve CC.
2ND PLAIGLEN DAZZLED ( MS F GLENDINNING) Another young lady who is well balanced, she also has a balanced
head, another which has to be studied closely, sufficient stop, good square muzzle of adequate length, good length to neck
into well laid shoulders, adequate bone, and tight feet, her chest is deep and elbows tight, nice length to back, strong loin,
moderately bent stifles, well developed second thigh, good tailset, another who moved well, preferred the rear movement of
the winner.
3RD TRIMERE TICKLE ME FANCY (MR S, MRS M, MRS E & MISS G WILDSMITH & BROWN)
RES SPUFFING MOLLY'S SECRET (MRS J WEYMAN)
VHC COBHAY DAZZLING AZALEA (MRS J & MRS D WILLIAMS & TOUBLIC)
Mid Limit - Bitch
Entries: 6 Absentees: 0
1ST CRACKERJANNE PENELOPE CRUZ (MRS C M WOODBRIDGE) This young lady surprised me, full liver jacket,
one that you have to get your hands on, fell in love with her feminine head, has that stamp of quality, not too wide in skull,
sufficient in stop, just the right amount of fluting and chiselling, muzzle of good length, kind dark eye finished the picture,
good length of neck with arch, good lay of shoulder, just the right amount of bone, she has tight feet, deep in chest, decent
length to back, strong in loin, there is nothing overdone with her rear which gives her the balance that I was looking for, she
has positive movement both fore and aft and a very strong topline held on the move. On looking at the catalogue later, I
noticed that she is out of the sire of my bitch, which may explain what I saw when I first looked at her
2ND PEASBLOSSOM OPHELIA (MR & MRS D & MR K MITCHELL & PAYNE) Another feminine bitch, her skull,
chiselling and fluting were equal to my winner, but would have preferred a little more length and shape to muzzle, her ears
were set on low and of good length, she has sufficient neck and well laid shoulders, good bone and tight feet, decent depth to
chest, tight in elbow, good spring of rib, her length of back was in proportion to her height, she has a well developed loin,
moderate rear angles, decent second thigh, another who moved well, just preferred the rear movement of one.
3RD SEASPRING BECALMED (MS T M DUNSDON)
RES COBHAY DAZZLING AZALEA (MRS J & MRS D WILLIAMS & TOUBLIC)
VHC CHERISHYM CELANEO (MR P & MRS Y RICHARDSON & TERRY-RICHARDSON)
Limit - Bitch
Entries: 10 Absentees: 3
1ST PETRANELLA THE REAL DEAL OF PENDARLOW (MRS P & MR D & MISS A WALLIS & LEVENE) In my
opinion this young lady meets the standard to a tee, no exaggerations, one who I considered for the reserve CC last time I
judged, but felt her too young on that day, she has a feminine head of good balance and quality, just the right amount of stop
and fluting between her kind dark eyes of almond shape, which were well chiselled below, her muzzle is square and of good
length, her neck is of correct length with sufficient arch, her shoulders are well laid and she has just the right amount of
bone, her feet are tight, she has the right amount of depth to her chest, her elbows are tight, she has good length to body, with
a superb spring of rib, her loin has good strength, her stifles are moderately bent, she was in good condition with welldeveloped second thigh, low set tail which was carried correctly, her coat was gleaming, she moved in harmony with her
handler, the best I have seen from her, her front swings well forward and she drives from behind holding her topline on the
move. Could not be denied the CC on the day.
2ND PLAIGLEN FLORIN (MR D J & MRS E B WHITLEY) Heavier stamp than one, but a lot to like about this black and
white, she has a superb head with melting expression, typical of our breed, balanced in dimensions with a dark almond eye,
no exaggeration in neck which was correct in length with arch, well laid shoulders, just enough bone, deep chest, tight
elbows good spring of rib, strong in loin, moderately bent stifles, good second thigh, well let down hocks, moved out well,
unfortunate to meet one on top form today.
3RD KENNAIR I AM I SAID (MR K T & MRS C M GREEN)
RES CHERISHYM CHARA (MR P & MRS Y RICHARDSON & TERRY-RICHARDSON)
VHC COBHAY DAHLIA (MRS J & MRS D WILLIAMS & TOUBLIC)
Open - Bitch
Entries: 6 Absentees: 1
1ST KENNAIR LIKE A DIAMOND (MR K T & MRS C M GREEN) A Black and white who I have who I have had the
pleasure of judging before, yet another with typical springer head, good width to depth, sufficient stop, dark eye, reasonable
neck with arch, splitting hairs, would have preferred an extra inch to give her overall balance, her shoulders are clean, she
stands on good bone and has tight feet, deep chest, tight elbows, good ribbing, she was shorter coupled than some of my
winners, has adequate rear angulation and was shown in good hard condition, she moves true fore and aft and held her
topline on the move.

2ND IR SH CH WOODSPA ROYAL ASCOT SHCM (MR K & MRS L MCCOURT) Liver and white, she has a feminine
head of equal proportions, kind eye, nice chiselling, muzzle and flews, correctly set on ears of good length, ample neck with
arch, I found her to be a little heavy over the shoulder today, which was the deciding factor here, her front is straight and her
chest was deep, she has tight elbows and a good spring of rib, a little longer in loin than one, but still presents a balanced
picture, well bent stifles and well developed second thigh, low set tail, well let down hocks enabled her to move freely
around the ring.
3RD SH CH TRIMERE TICKET MAID (MISS S J CORBETT)
RES FLAMING WHIRLWIND OF MEADOWDALE JW SHCM IR JUN CH (MR S & MRS J EYEINGTON)
VHC COBHAY DAHLIA (MRS J & MRS D WILLIAMS & TOUBLIC)
Special Beginners - Bitch
Entries: 1 Absentees: 0
1ST MEONSTOKE ANGELICA (MR P SANDERS) Fourteen month old liver and white, her head is a little on the heavy
side for me, eye needs to darken which hopefully will come with time, sufficient neck, acceptable shoulders, straight front,
she needs to body up which again will hopefully come in time, moderately bent stifles, she moved OK in profile,

